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A new dimension in ceramics

- inexpensive: it is ideal for reconstruction projects because it can
be used to cover existing materials without having to demolish or
dismantle old walls, thus saving on labour costs;

ZER0.3 is the result of exclusive “laminated stoneware” technology
which results in slabs that measure 100x300x0.3 cm, a unique format
which opens a whole new world of possibilities to architects and
designers.

- guaranteed: it has a guarantee for up to 20 years;

Panariagroup is currently the only firm in the world with the complete
technological know-how to produce large thin ceramic slabs.
The firm operates a production line that makes porcelain stoneware
slabs (measuring 1X3X0.03 meters) which is connected to the atomization area and finally to the line where the product is cut and finished.
This highly advanced production line is also equipped with rotocolours, digital decoration technology, gas oven and special selection
machinery.
The competitive advantages of ZER0.3 laminated stoneware:
- resistant: ZER0.3 Plus can resist pressure of up to 1.235 Newton;
- large: a range of 7 innovative shapes of up to 3 X 1 meters, exclusive sizes which open a whole new world to architects and interior
designers;
- flat: the surface area is perfectly flat;
- thin: this feature makes our slabs easy to use;
- light: this attribute makes moving the slab from place to place and
laying it so much easier, the 3mm thickness of the slab means it
weighs only 7,4kg/m²;
- flexible: ideal for covering curved wall areas with a range of up to 5
meters;
- easy: the material is very pliable, easy to cut and work with, whatever
the thickness chosen, making the slabs ideal for use in innovative
and creative projects;
- reliable: used all over the world, it boasts many prestigious references;
- aesthetics: it is beautiful to look at wherever it is placed. ZER0.3 slabs
exalt the beauty of the ceramic imbuing any ambience with innovative elegance and class;

- ecological: the manufacturing process is in keeping with all of the
most strict environmental laws, uses less raw materials, water and
CO2 emission energy.
ZER0.3 is available in three unique thicknesses:
- ZER0.3 (3 mm) is ultra thin and light, ideal when applied as covering;
- ZER0.3 PLUS (3.5 mm) is a re-enforced version with a fibreglass base
which makes it all the more resistant and flexible, ideal for placement over old material without demolition;
- ZER0.3 TWIN (7 mm) is the high resistant version, a double thickness
perfect for flooring anywhere.
Our laminated stoneware collection:
Aisthesis is the first collection presented by Ceramica Panaria and includes our ZER0.3 porcelain stoneware line, a very popular and elegant
product which is ideal when used in the construction of homes or
any other type of modern architecture. It comes in five elegant hues
– white, yellow, sand, cocoa and lava grey – and can be enriched with
refined and exclusive designs.
DOGHE 0.3: this collection offers a very thin wood-effect and comes in
three modern colours, has warm and elegant modern graphic designs
and comes in unique shapes.
Experience 0.3, one of the remarkable innovations introduced by
Panaria at Cersaie 2011, stands out for its resin-effect surface. The type
of material it represents, the series of sizes and the original range of
designs offer a wide assortment of customised solutions for your furniture space and give the collection a strong architectural feeling.
Our ZER0.3 slabs offer a whole new concept for planning interiors.
Whether you need to cover large areas or a dress a single space, the
elegance, prestige and beauty of our products are ideal in any case, as
well as being ecologically friendly. Panaria has always worked to safeguard the environment and the manufacturing processes at the plant
ensure that the least possible amounts of water, raw materials, gas and
CO2-emitting Energy are used.

Aisthesis 0.3
Aisthesis 0.3 is the first collection that Panaria
has used on ZERO.3 glazed stoneware tiles.
A very elegant product, appreciated in all
markets, ideal in both residential and the most
modern of architectural applications to create
dream environments.
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Z E R 0 . 3 LAMINATED
G R E S PORCELAIN
L A M I N A T O STONEWARE
IMBALLAGGI E PESI
PACKINGS AND WEIGHTS/ VERPACKUNGEN UND GEWICHTE/ EMBALLAGES ET POIDS/ EMBALAJES Y PESOS
DESCRIZIONE
DESCRIPTION
BESCHREIBUNG
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTIÒN

FORMATI
SIZES
FORMATE
FORMATS
FORMATOS

PEZZI SCATOLA
PIECES BOX
STÜCK-KARTON
PIÈCES BOÎTE
PZAS. CAJA

PESO SCATOLA KG.
WEIGHT BOX
GEWICHT KARTON
POIDS BOÎTE
PESO CAJA KG

MQ. SCATOLA
SQ. MT. BOX
QM. KARTON
M² BOÎTE
M² CAJA

AISTHESISO.3

100X300X0,3

1

22,2

3

AISTHESISO.3

100X100X0,3

3

22,2

3

ML SCATOLA
LN. MT. BOX
LM KARTON
ML BOÎTE
ML CAJA

SCATOLE PALLET
BOXES PALLET
KARTONS PALETTE
BOÎTES PALETTE
CAJAS PALLET

PESO PALLET KG
WEIGHT PALLET
GEWICHT PALETTE
POIDS PALETTE
PESO PALLET KG.

MQ. PALLET
SQ. MT. PALLET
QM PALETTE
M² PALETTE
M² PALLET

-

13

288,60

39

-

25

555

75

O.3

50X100X0,3

5

17,8

2,50

-

32

569,6

80

AISTHESISO.3

4,9X100X0,3

10

3,9

0,49

-

39

152,10

19,11

AISTHESISO.3

DECORI 50X100X0,3

4

14

2

-

-

-

36

AISTHESIS

O.3

PLUS

100X300X0,35

1

25,35

3

-

12

304,2

AISTHESISO.3 PLUS

100X100X0,35

3

24,1

3

-

25

602,5

75

AISTHESISO.3 PLUS

50X100X0,35

5

20

2,50

-

32

640

80

AISTHESISO.3 PLUS

50X50X0,35

7

14

1,75

-

48

672

84

100X300X0,7

1

50,16

3

-

5

250,80

15

AISTHESIS

AISTHESIS

O.3

TWIN

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE
TECHNICAL FEATURES/ TECHNISCHE EIGENSCHAFTEN/ CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES/ CARACTERÍSTICAS TÉCNICAS
GRES LAMINATO/ LAMINATED PORCELAIN STONEWARE/ LAMINIERTES FEINSTEINZEUG/ GRÈS LAMINÉ/ GRES LAMINADO
EN 14411-G (Bla-UGL) • ANSI 137.1-UGL (UNGLAZED PORCELAIN TILES - P1 CLASS) • ISO 13006-G (BIa-UGL)

DIN 51130
BCR TORTUS
ASTM C1028

R9
> 0,40
≥ 0.60

LIEVE VARIAZIONE
SLIGHT VARIATION

FUGA MINIMA/ MINIMUM JOINT
V2
POSA A PARETE

1 mm

PAVIMENTO

2 mm

PAVIMENTO PLUS 100X300

3 mm

25

